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Q:
What I'd really like to know, is what we encounter. We take a jet plane to a place we've only heard
about, maybe seen photos of and nothing else. Overland travel gives a gradual change of view and
scenery, but the trip by airplane gives little if any hint, of what the destination looks like, absolutely the
case at night. So when we get to Heaven, what do we see? Does it seem like a nighttime flight?
C:
Yes; as you move from place to scene within, there can be gradual or abrupt shifts; you create
your view of a place and contribute to its general appearance by your presence also. Collectively the
appearance is the creation of all who wish to be there. This can be instant and always changing or for a
more permanent basis. Because there is no time, what was does not grow old and can be recreated and
brought back.
Everything you see on Earth can be seen in Heaven and you may go gradually or abruptly, and observe
from all angles and points of view; the surface is but one option. The surface is also a creation and
collective agreement; there is no up or down but for your decision to see things this way.
Another place far away is both up, down, over, behind and in front or any combination in any direction,
yet can give the appearance of flatness like a surface, once you travel there.
Q:
C:

Do we live in houses?
If you wish.

Q:
Where do people live if a house is not chosen?
C:
In any place they want; no shame or privacy is needed, although it is sometimes enjoyed. Those
who do not want houses choose often to be in a valley, a meadow, a cave in some cases or a mountaintop
looking down across the plain far below.
Q:
C:

Can we go anywhere in the galaxy we choose?
Yes, and the universe also.

Q:
Does the sky look blue?
C:
Yes, and can be green or pink or orange or yellow, if you choose to see it that way. Often, the
view of the sky is left as it is seen by the person or persons, the souls appearing in a body similar to Earth,
who already occupy the place, the scene or the surroundings. The newly arrived leave it undisturbed, for it
is equally beautiful any way projected or envisioned by any one soul. The idea is to have a common
denominator, a consistent view for the time all are together. Time is seen this way; the togetherness of a
group. To be in the company of other souls takes on the feeling of time, some gatherings longer and
others shorter. The Earth expression of time flying when one has fun, that its perception disappears when
the moment is enjoyed, is as time is felt in Heaven. It is not measured. It is felt and enjoyed.
Q:
Can we travel by vehicles?
C:
Yes, you do. You create these for the enjoyment of the ride; these float above the surface much as
you would consider a hovercraft, without limit of wind or resistance or obstacle. You may follow roads or
paths or travel above surface features.

Q:
C:

Do we have aircraft?
For fun if you like, but you can travel anywhere without airborne vessels.

Q:
C:

Is the temperature comfortable?
Yes, a comfort of temperature sensation exists always, unless you choose heat or cold temporarily.

Q:
What do our bodies look like?
C:
Bodies are not required but they are a common option and appearance can be changed always.
Often a soul will choose an appearance and stay with it for sake of consistency and how it suits the
personality the soul feels. Clothing, hair and other things can be changed as felt; the true nature and
vibration is always recognized, no concealment or hiding is possible, needed or wanted.
Q:
What do souls do who have never incarnated on Earth yet choose to be around Earth anyway? Do
they take the appearance of human?
C:
Yes, as they choose and enjoy it, however it is not required.
Q:
What do souls do, who have no friends or family or soul group members on Earth? Why are they
near it?
C:
They are near the group that gives them comfort, for love and acceptance and understanding and
challenge. What souls do, the incarnated and otherwise, is pursue growth and understanding of
themselves and the universe. This is done in millions of ways, many not able to be described in Earth
languages. Much study and participation, given to alternative scenarios similar to what has happened on
Earth, is common; the difference is the participation and is for the scene, event or occurrence only. To
arrive for the state fair, participate for its duration and depart, this is a common thing. It provides not the
same experience as an Earth life but it provides an understanding of the experience, better than observing.
Q:
C:

Do we observe in Heaven occurrences and events from other places in the galaxy and universe?
Constantly and consistently.

Q:
I can choose to ride several stages in the Tour de France as if I were a cyclist of that caliber, that
level, to experience what it is like?
C:
Yes, you can create the scenario of what really happened on Earth and insert yourself to
experience the race; with the ability to simulate the conditioning of the cyclist amidst the conditions of the
race. Once complete, you step back from the holodeck with the knowledge and experience of the event.
Q:
C:

Wow, like a mini-segment of life?
Yes, and this can be done for any life on Earth lived by a person.

Q:
Why don't all souls just do this, and avoid incarnation?
C:
Incarnation, with the finality and limitation of life, supply an expansion, and angle, amplification
and a depth of nuance no series of events can duplicate. The absolute belief in the limitations of Earth
create a perception unable to be re-created. The value it supplies is not able to be described in Earth
language to your understanding.

Comments
Ahmed 02/11/2013 2:11am
So, what I'm getting from this is that everything that exists is shared imagination. Are physical laws a part of that too?
Did they get 'molded' by a shared consensus of sorts?
What exists beyond that? What is the base level of reality without these shared experiences? Are there any 'laws' that

exist objectively without a subjective influence?
What are qualia, experiences like taste and smell? Are these created by souls as well?
The Committee 02/11/2013 8:08am
"Everything has a component of shared creation, yes and imagination is the commencement of the creation. We shall
expand on your excellent observation and say, manifestation is creation shared, collective and grouped.
There are physical limits to all energy, just as on Earth and all of them apply in all the universe; action and reaction,
force by mass to distance, electromotive force by flow is wattage, to use Earth terms for electricity, and others. These
apply to all energy, throughout the universe, in ways you cannot yet understand, as it occurs in dimensions you
temporarily, on Earth, have walled off with few conduits, portals or hatches. By desire and design.
Molded is an excellent word; it describes the process well, as energy coalesces into the form desired.
We suggest not what exists beyond, but rather below and within. The most basic level or block of existence is similar
to your atomic components identified, the electron, neutron and proton, yet many subsets smaller, along the same
pattern and structure. There are no words for these components of matter, so we shall briefly describe the structure;
the atom has its nucleus; each proton and neutron within is another atom, the components of that atom yet another
smaller atom, and smaller and smaller. The levels of reduction are exponential. The energy that controls matter
operates at a harmonic frequency capable of affecting these ever smaller groupings and these frequencies define
dimensions. The speed of rotation of the atomic components, as you delve deeper into the structure of matter, is
higher by comparison to the level above, and there exists a logarithmic pattern to the change. Your mental energy
operates at these levels; its manifestation is delayed by the slower relative speed of matter or substance, of which
human bodies and environments are composed. This approaches the most basic level.
As you descend within these levels, subjectivity fades and objectivity prevails, to a point of absoluteness. This point
you call God.
Experiences of taste and smell are programmed structural response; nothing more. The emotion and reaction to them
are the purpose for which they exist."
Ahmed 02/11/2013 8:58am
Thanks for the response, I'm going to have to read it several times to make sure I understand it completely. So many
follow up questions but I'm not sure how to word them.
Veronica
02/11/2013 6:42am
Thank you Patrick, thank you Committee. May I ask how it is that this information is available to us now? Meaning,
details of life after Earth, details of what Heaven is like? How a person in the afterlife, such as Erik, spends his time...
All this information is so calming and takes "fear of death" out of the equation. What a relief! I wonder if we, as
humans, are only now able to receive it, or we NEED to understand it, or if it has always been out there and I just was
not willing/able?
The Committee 02/11/2013 7:50am
"This information has always been available, and in current Earth societies, civilizations and institutions, much of it is
embedded, automatic yet taken as symbolic and without practical meaning. Religion is one example, there are many
others.
No fear of death need there be; it is a welcoming home after a great journey. The longer and better the journey, the
better shall be your return.
We suggest, the information was always available that Earth was round. How was this received? We suggest, the
information is always available on the role of your governments; how is it received?
This information has always been offered; horses drank often and regularly. Many souls on Earth in their lives and
bodies cared not to look; others did.
The label of crazy is applied with speed; the recipient who ignores it, knowing it not to be, reinforces the idea of
craziness in the applicant, frustrated becomes s/he that power is not given to the word by the target."
Veronica

02/11/2013 1:17pm

Thank you Patrick, Thank you Committee. I am glad to understand that this information has always been available.
When you say it and how you say it, all makes sense and rings true in my heart. Thanks again.
Patrick 03/11/2013 12:30pm
You are very welcome.

